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the singer who has sung the song bullet raja is raftaar in hindi
sangeet music album. other singers in this movie are, wajid, keerthi
sagathia, samson, satake thoko, binod banerjee, danish sabri and
keerthi sagathia. bullet raja hindi movie full song download bharat
128kbps mp3 songs zip video song now, 01 - jai govinda jai gopala
(bullet raja) (mp3wale.com) sung by 06 - satake thoko (bullet raja)
(mp3wale.com) sung by danish sabri keerthi sagathia wajid 04 - jai

govinda jai gopala remix (bullet raja) (mp3wale.com) sung by so total
number of singers in this movies bharat are 8 download bollywood
hindi movie album bullet raja mp3 songs in 190kbps, 320kbps high
quality mp3songs in mp3wale. you can also download bullet raja

movie all 7 mp3songs in a zip format too in bharat 128kbs mp3 songs
zip and bharat 320 kbps mp3 songs zip too in one click singer raftaar,
jithendran sing the song tamanche pe disco, the singers performing in

this movie are- jithendran, dani, harshit, krishnakant, harshit,
mohammad islam, skapjeet, sonali, vidya, abhishek shravan, varun
sharma, manish jain, aditya chaubey, errrana, akul, namrata kapil,

eshwari, akshat, anjulica, kasturi soni, sumayya, sanya balakrishnan,
nithya menon, premritha, vikram sethi and naveen patra. bullet raja

movie actress are nagarjuna, sunaina, mouni roy, shriya saran,
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sonakshi sinha, shriya deshpande and sharat saxena. this movie
directed by vijay ratnakar gutta and also this movie released on 2013.

bullet raja video song main singers are raftaar, shreya ghoshal,
dhanush, punjabi daya, kunal ganjawala, kailash kher, sadhana

sargam, sangharsh nanda, shreya ghoshal, akshay kumar, darshan
kumar raut and varun sharma. bullet raja full hindi movie video song
videos song upload in hd quality only on mp3wale, the movie which is

currently showing in indian cinemas in hindi, telugu, malayalam,
tamil, marathi, kannada language with english subtitles.
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heres a brief look at the cast of bullet raja 2013: the title character
saif ali khan will play a man with a mission, who is on a mission to

destroy the mafia in the city of kings. the film also stars jimmy
shergill, ravi kishan, ishita sharma, shakti kapoor, rakul preet singh

and chunky pandey in lead roles. the film will be directed by
tigmanshu dhulia. the movie is planned to be released on december
14, 2013. the film will have a mix of the real and the unreal, and will
be an unusual love story. the source material is said to be inspired by
satyajit ray's chupke chupke (1968), and the story will be set in the

1970s. the film will also have several remakes, in sync with the
parallel universe movies. the film is being directed by tigmanshu

dhulia. the plot of bullet raja 2013 is said to be inspired by satyajit
ray's chupke chupke (1968), and will be set in the 1970s. the film will
also have several remakes. the film is being directed by tigmanshu
dhulia. in the movie, saif ali khan plays a police officer, who is on a

mission to destroy the mafia in the city of kings. the film will also see
chunky pandey reprising his role as a cop from aurangzeb. the film is
said to be based on a real life story of a humanist who served as the

deputy commissioner of police in mumbai. boman irani will be playing
a role for which he has a strong back story. in bullet raja, saif ali khan

plays raja, a corrupt politician, who is trapped in a vicious cycle of
power struggle. having to pay bribes to survive, raja and his cohorts

commit numerous crimes in order to finance their lifestyles, leading to
the ruin of his family. the only way to break out of the vicious cycle of

crime is to become a policeman. as the public is quick to condemn
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policemen, raja is forced to take the path of an honest man and takes
the responsibility to reform the system. a man of his word, he

promises that he will do his duty, regardless of the consequences.
with no option left, he takes on the corrupt system that had forced

him to take the path of crime in the first place. along with his team of
honest colleagues, raja fights against the system that tries to derail
him from his mission of bringing honesty back to the police force.
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